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Glance at this opening spread
and one thing is immediate-
ly apparent about the new

wave of broadhead designs.
Manufacturers feel confident about
developing new broadheads they
feel excel in one or more traits,
whether or not they follow a pattern
of what’s sold well in the past. As a
result, dealers and bowhunters have
a wider range of styles and materials
to choose from this year than ever
before.

It’s a mark of the growing impor-
tance to manufacturers of the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show, that all but
three of the firms I wanted to inter-
view for this article were represented
at the Hershey Convention Center
this past March.  On site and in tele-
phone interviews we talked about

their changing product lines, along
with changes in the broadhead mar-
ket as a whole.

American
Broadhead Company

Sales Representative Mike
Sullivan of Hoover-Seville carries a
7/8 inch  tube with him when he
calls on dealers for American
Broadhead Company, to show any
who object to selling a broadhead
with “only” a 7/8 inch cut just how
big a hole that really is. This year he
can also show those dealers the new
Sonic Pro 100, which does provide a
full 1 inch cut at the most popular
100 grain broadhead weight.

President Derrick Perkins said
when he introduced the original
Sonic heads, he wanted them to be
the “most accurate, deepest pene-
trating head on the market.” He had
no interest in trying to maximize
cutting diameter, because he said
that wasn’t compatible with the
other aims and because cutting
diameter seems to have little effect
on whether game is recovered.
What’s most important is accuracy
so your customer can hit the game in
the right place, he said, followed by
the ability to penetrate deeply so you
always have a pass-through. And a
7/8 head is still plenty big: “It’s 65

New broadheads
carve niche in market

Tim Mangum and
Leighann Harris
were at the Kinsey’s
Archery Dealer
Show in Hershey,
Pennsylvania to
help promote the
Muzzy Products line.
New models for this
year include the 4
blade Muzzy MX4
below and the all-
stainless Phantom
SS at lower right.

Gobbler Guillotine from
Arrowdynamic Solutions

Two views of the
Tremor 100 from
AfterShock Archery.

By Tim Dehn
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percent larger than a .50 cal.
machine gun round.”

Perkins says he uses the small
Sonic head when he’s hunting deer,
because he doesn’t know if he’ll get a
20 yard shot or a 50 yard shot and it
helps him “shoot like an Olympian.”
For bear over bait where he knows
the distance, he’ll use one of the
Liberty heads that have the same
design but which provide a larger
cutting diameter, and he’ll make sure

his bow is well-tuned to shoot them.
The larger Liberty heads are

popular with traditional archers, and
Perkins said on the drawing board
are some heavier models to help bal-
ance their heavy shafts. New Sonics
with a larger diameter ferrule are
being designed so they’ll mate up
smoothly with the larger aluminum
shafts and crossbow bolts. American
Broadhead Company is also looking
at introducing a turkey head with a

design that will maximize shocking
power, and may bring out a head
designed from exotic metals for the
big game hunter who is headed to
Africa and wants the strongest
broadhead money can buy.
Perfecting all those new designs
shouldn’t be a problem for this
three-year-old firm, because it’s
backed by Liberty Research, a major
producer of turned metal compo-
nents. “We’re shipping a million

Mike Sullivan of the
Hoover-Seville rep
group uses this mea-
suring gauge to
demonstrate that a
7/8 inch head cuts a
generous hole. The
new Sonic Pro 100
(below) from
American Broadhead
Company is 1/8 larg-
er, at an even inch.

The Snuffer SS is a new all-
stainless welded head from
Magnus. While it has a tradi-
tional shape, the size and
material will help it appeal
to compound shooters.

The Crimson Talon Hyperspeed
(below) has a total of 11 curved
airfoils between tip and blade.
At right, President Scott Mackie
believes in colorful packaging to
back up his fixed blade and
mechanical heads from 2XJ.
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pieces a week,” Perkins said of the
parent firm he also heads. 

AfterShock Archery
“The hunter is demanding

broadheads that hold up, that fly
accurate at higher arrow speeds, and
that devastate the animal,”
AfterShock Archery President Bryan
Wohlfeil told me when I asked him
what the market wants today from
broadhead manufacturers. The com-
bination of highly efficient bows and
light arrows means hunters may be
able to shoot up to 300 feet per sec-
ond, he added, so fixed blade manu-
facturers have responded with short,
compact heads that fly well but as a
trade-off produce smaller holes and
typically longer blood trails. 

AfterShock Archery developed
mechanical heads with two big
curved blades designed to open
inside the animal, so the design
accepts a smaller entry hole in order
to conserve energy to drive through
and out the other side. Opening
inside, rather than at the surface,
takes some getting used to for con-
sumers, since for years other
mechanical have emphasized their
“open on impact” designs. That dif-

ference is the number one objection
you may encounter in selling the
heads, Wohlfeil said. He likes to com-
pare the heads to an armor-piercing
shell. “They open up the door a little
bit, then bring everything inside to
do the damage, instead of trying to
break down the door.”

Blades on these models overlap
in the center when closed, a center-
of-gravity design that holds them
tight during acceleration so there’s

no need to double up on O-rings for
even the fastest bows. The big hollow
ground point is milled into the alu-
minum ferrule, but Wohlfeil said the
firm uses a stronger 7075 alloy, not
the 6061 typically used in ferrule
bodies. It then uses an industrial
type 3s hardcoat that’s much thicker
than an anodize and adds significant
strength to the point.

After lagging in development
behind bows and key accessories,

The MIM process allows New Archery
Products to form tiny airfoils on the trail-
ing edge of the CrossFire blades.

A new Thunderhead XP 100
will be packaged in
clear clamshells, fully 
assembled. Existing
Thunderheads are
boxed and must
be assembled.

The new Rage Broadheads from Field Logic use the same easy-
opening slip cam action Bruce Barrie developed for his Snyper line.
That’s possible because Field Logic purchased Barrie Archery in an
ownership transfer that was effective January 1, 2006. Bruce Barrie
(at left) continues as company president, though he won’t be
“hands on” since all operations have been transferred from
Winona, Minnesota to Superior, Wisconsin. Barrie said Rage heads

open so easily they’ll deploy
on the surface of a soft foam
block. They use a cut on con-
tact tip to eliminate the cart-
wheel effect on angled shots.
And they have the bigger cut-
ting diameter some hunters
are after: 2” for the two blade
and 1 1/2” for the three blade.
Field Logic is trimming the
number of Rocky Mountain
heads to 5: Snyper, Titanium
100, Turbo 100, Premier 100,
and Ironhead 100.
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today’s broadhead designs have
caught up, Wohlfeil said. There are a
lot of good heads available to choose
from today, he said, though it’s still
the bowhunter’s responsibility “to
put it in the right spot.” That’s a point
he hopes dealers are emphasizing to
customers, no matter what brand
they’re ringing up a sale on. 

Arrowdynamic Solutions
Matt Futtere developed the

unusual Gobbler Guillotine as a way
to lop heads off turkeys. He fig-
ures the 4 inch wide blades let
you aim at a kill zone at least 14
inches high, since any hit to
the head or neck should be
instantly fatal. Futtere said
people have strong opinions
on the product-some think it’s
a disgrace to decapitate a
beautiful tom, while others are
happy to shoot something that
seems more lethal. 

Futtere said he developed
the product after losing two of the
first three turkeys he shot with a bow.
Wind planing is a concern with the
head, since even the “small” version
for crossbows cuts a 2.5 inch swath.
So Futtere sells it with thin plastic
tubes to improve its flight, that clip
off the blades as soon as the head
encounters turkey or target.

The Gobbler Guillotine came on
the market in 2003, and last year

Futtere added a unique Atom broad-
head that uses flexible razor wire
instead of rigid blades. He told me a
problem with a supplier meant 2005
sales were limited, but that enough
did go out that he’s been able to
gather reports on the effectiveness in
the field. The inventor, who says he’s
taught himself broadhead design
and metallurgy over the past decade,
said fixed blade broadheads don’t

always fly well and mechanical don’t
always open and penetrate well. His
approach bends two flexible nick-
el/titanium wires, crosses them and
inserts those in the ferrule. The wires
can cut flesh and hide, but flex to let
the arrow pass bone.

Given the wire’s small diameter,
Futtere can’t grind  a sharp edge and
says at the speed that arrow is flying,
the sharpness isn’t critical. However,

Retailer Dave Proctor
stopped by to place an
order for RazorCaps
broadheads with Phil
Muller (right.) Below,
Muller demonstrates how
a butcher’s steel can be
used to hone the edge of
the stainless steel blade
cartridge while removing
a minimum of metal.

Clint Crush and Ed Carpenter of Tri State Hunting/Fishing in
Pennsville, New Jersey talk to Tight Point’s Butch Summers
about how well the Shuttle T-Lock heads hold onto the blades.
The blade and ferrule are made with Metal Injection Molding
(MIM) and that allows a ledge at the bottom of the blade to
mate with a groove in the ferrule.

Circle 140 on Response Card



at shows hunters do have reserva-
tions about whether the thin wire
will cut well. While it won’t shave
hairs, the Atom cutting edge is sharp
and stiff enough to shave layers off a
fingernail, and Futtere said doing
that demonstration may help quiet
any concerns.

Crimson Talon
Crimson Talon was entering its

forth year of sales when it exhibited
at the 2006 Kinsey’s show, and
President Scott Mackie is trying to
keep the momentum going by intro-
ducing new replaceable blade, cut-

on-contact and mechanical heads.
All are designed to spin the arrow
fast enough to overcome any wind-
planing effect. While some bad expe-
riences with mechanical heads is
what led Bryan Wohlfeil of
AfterShock Archery to design his
own broadhead, Mackie said what
frustrated him was the inability to
get fixed blade broadheads to group
well as the speeds he wanted to
shoot increased.

The new Crimson Cuda uses a
Spiral Cut Tip to spin the head while
its three blades are retracted.      The
1 1/2 inch diameter Hyper-Speed
uses the same tip but the trailing
edge of its replaceable fixed blades
are also angled to impart spin.
Airfoils are also used on the Crimson
Croc, which has a .040 inch thick
main blade and offset Kore-Kut

G5’s Peter Crawford shows  retailers
from Lancaster, Pennsylvania the new
Striker, which uses replaceable stainless
blades held in a ferrule and tip formed by
the MIM process. Below,Crawford hones
the edge of the popular Montec.



bleeder blades. Right offset fletching
works in conjunction with the spin
imparted by these broadheads, and
Mackie said on his hunting arrows 2
inch vanes are all that’s needed.

Grim Reaper
Joe Monaghan of Archer’s Supply

in Buchannan, Virginia was telling
National Sales Manager Dave
Coldwell how he demonstrates Grim
Reaper heads when I stopped by the
company’s booth. Monaghan will
take a Grim Reaper tipped arrow and
one tipped by a competing head and
slant them both against the counter
top to show how the Grim Reaper’s
longer point and cutting tip keeps it
from skipping out on sharply angled
shots. Then he lets the customer
know that 14 of his 15 mounts in the
store have been taken with the heads
designed by Jay Leighty. Though he
has killed five deer with the same
head without changing blades,
Monaghan said he likes the fact that
you can change blades on Grim
Reaper heads without using a screw-
driver.

Coldwell said he’s raced cus-
tomers fond of other brands of
mechanical. “Before they’ve got one
blade out, I’ll have three of mine
replaced and the head reassembled.
Then I’ll switch and let them beat
me, and they feel good about that,
and buy the Grim Reapers.”

If you have customers complain
about the flight they’re getting,
check their setup by screwing on a
field tip and shooting through paper,
Coldwell suggested. “I’ve seen some
3 inch tears doing that. I’ve never set
a bow up to shoot Grim Reaper
heads where I didn’t get them to
shoot like field points, but first
you’ve got to have your bow tuned to
shoot field points!”

G 5
G5’s Pete Crawford said the com-

pany has had some comments from
people who felt their molded metal
heads were not sharp enough, peo-
ple who didn’t feel comfortable
sharpening broadheads themselves.
A head designed like the three-blade
Montec is about the simplest broad-

head there is to sharpen, he said as
he showed me how it could be quick-
ly touched up by sliding it across a
flat sharpening stone. Still, because
it wants to address those concerns,
the Michigan firm is responding in
two ways. One-piece heads like the
Montec will now go through a more
advanced diamond sharpening
process, he said, to give them a finer
edge before they go into the package.
Dealers can also stock the company’s
new Striker, which combines a one-
piece ferrule and tip with replace-
able stainless steel blades that can
ship shaving sharp. The new model
comes in 100 and 125 grain versions,
with a 1 1/8 inch cutting diameter. It
is G5’s attempt to “build the best
replaceable-blade broadhead on the
market,” Crawford said.

Innerloc Broadheads
With nearly two dozen big game

broadheads already in the Innerloc
line, Sullivan Industries spent last
year perfecting new “big fish” heads.

OTHER RANGEFINDERS AREN’T DUMB, 

THEY’RE JUST “BALLISTICALLY CHALLENGED”.

© 2006 Leupold & Stevens, Inc. 

INTRODUCING RXTM DIGITAL LASER RANGEFINDERS...THE FIRST SMART RANGEFINDER 
FOR HUNTERS. Other rangefinders measure just the straight line distance to the target. Only the RXTM uses an arrow’s 

         ballistics plus the shot angle to calculate the equivalent horizontal range to a target, for pinpoint arrow placement.

              That’s not all that makes the RX your customers’ smartest choice...there are 4 RX models to choose from, that 

                     precisely range up to 1,500 yards, each with 13 selectable reticles, measurements in feet,  yards or meters, 

 temperatures in ºC or ºF, and much more. When it comes to the shot of a lifetime, bow hunters want more 

                     than a glorified tape measure. They want the first smart rangefinder for bow hunters, the RX from  

                             Leupold®. To learn more about RX digital laser rangefinders, visit the Leupold 

                                                   Authorized Golden Ring® Dealer section of www.leupold.com.

Circle 18 on Response Card

Continued on page 108
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The Innerloc H2O bowfishing
Grapple Points come in two barb or
three barb, and use a razor sharp tip
designed to poke a penny-sized hole
through the fish for the folded barbs
to follow. Once through, the barbs
are free to open to the heavy-holding
2 3/4 inch diameter.

A rubber cushioned insert in the
tip keeps it tight during the shot and
retrieve, but makes it easy to screw
the point off so the barbs can reverse
while you slide the shaft out.

For alligator and the thick scales
on alligator gar, you can screw the
three-sided point off and screw on a
special all stainless broadhead tip.
That’s a good match for the Gator
Grapple 3 point, which has a slip fit
so it can come off the shaft. Without
the shaft to bounce around and add
leverage to the point as the quarry
rolls, Kevin Sullivan said  there’s a
much better chance you can bring
that big fish or big alligator to shore
or up to the boat.

Sullivan said he got the idea for
the Grapple bowfishing heads when
he was designing the Innerloc EXP
Expandables, and it took a couple
years to perfect the design and line
up the shafts to support it. (One is
the Glow Max shaft that glows in the
dark for night bowfishing.)

Magnus Broadheads
Mark Nichols of Magnus

Broadheads thinks mechanicals are
starting to lose ground because cut-
on-contact sales are growing rapidly.
Magnus is in it’s third year of selling
the Stinger models that combine an
aluminum ferrule with a .040 thick
replaceable main blade in either
straight or serrated “Buzz Cut”
designs. This April it began shipping
a Snuffer SS, a three-blade welded
stainless steel head. “We’ve had a lot
of people asking us to build a stain-
less steel version of the Snuffer,”

Nichols said. “And at the same time
we wanted to get into the smaller 3
blade market for the compound
shooter. So we took the blade design
of the old brazed steel Snuffer,
attached it to a one-piece ferrule by
laser welding, then we made it short-
er and gave it a little less cutting
diameter of 1 1/16 inches.” 

Counting all the “traditional
heads” Magnus now has 44 models.
While the traditional market is still
important to Magnus, Nichols is
counting on the newer Stingers and
Snuffer SS to help the company grow
because they are products that
appeal to the much larger number of
compound shooters.

New Archery Products
New Archery Products sells both

machined and molded broadheads,
so I felt comfortable asking Senior
Manufacturing Engineer Chris
Kozlik how the Metal Injection
Molding or MIM process works. In a
product like the company’s
Crossfire, the blade cartridge starts
as powdered metal mixed with a
polymer. It’s fed into a press and
forced into the cavities of a mold,
very much like plastic parts are
injection molded. But where a plas-
tic part comes out in a finished state,
the MIM part leaves the press in a
green state, fairly fragile and about
30 percent larger than the final piece.

From this forming press, Kozlik
said MIM parts go into an oven for a
debinding cycle where they shrink as
the polymer binders are cooked
away. Then a machine called a Hot
Isostatic Press is used to squeeze
them to their final high density. Once

you’ve got that finished shape,
you’ve still got to sharpen it. While
NAP’s blade suppliers are very effi-
cient at “strip grinding” metal blades
to an incredibly sharp edge Kozlik
said a custom fixture had to built to
hold and sharpen the MIM compo-
nents.

The newest Thunderhead, the
XP 100 model, is built the way
replaceable blade heads have long
been made. The ferrule is machined
from aluminum and a machined
steel tip that has been hardened and
plated is pressed on. In the XP, that
tip is slotted to hold a spear-like
replaceable cut-on-contact tip. The
micro-grooved “pro” ferrule
smoothes air flow and reduces fric-
tion through the animal. That ferrule
carries an eye-catching anodized
camo finish, and in a radical depar-
ture for the best-selling broadhead
line in history, the Thunderhead XP
100 won’t come in a box. They come
fully assembled in a clear package,
so they can be displayed on the wall
and not stacked inside a counter or
behind it.

Muzzy Products
“We’ve considered using the

MIM process, but if it ain’t broke,
why fix it,” Tim Mangum of Muzzy
Products told me when I asked about
that company’s product develop-
ment process. Instead the company
adapted its proven broadhead com-
ponents, including the interlocking
blades and armor-piercing trocar tip,
into a new model that looks hot and
flies, according to Magnum, “like a
dart.”

The MX4 is a 100 grain 4 blade

Continued from page 31

Steel Force Sabertooth HP
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that’s about 1/4 inch short-
er than other 100 grain
Muzzys. Shortening the
head improves the column
strength of the ferrule. “We
made the blades thicker,
.025 inch rather than .020
inch, to put the weight
back in the head,”
Mangum said. That keeps
the MX4 at the most popu-
lar 100 grain weight while
the 1 1/8 cut gives a bigger
hole than many heads in
that weight class.

Muzzy’s best selling
head today is the 3 blade
100 grain.  “The reason our
existing 100 grain four
blade isn’t the leader is
because of the old myth
that you can’t get a 4 blade head to
fly. We show them different. As a
matter of fact, everybody at Muzzy
shoots a 4 blade,” Mangum said.
“With a 4 blade head, you get 33 per-
cent more cutting surface, and a
broadhead kills by hemorrhaging.”

The move Muzzy made in 2005
to put the Phantom models under
the Muzzy brand name is definitely
drawing more interest to those tradi-
tionally styled cut on contact heads,
the production manager told
ArrowTrade. This year you can order
a Phantom SS, an all-stainless head,
in heavy 200 or 220 grain weights.

RazorCaps
RazorCaps President Phil Muller

was talking to Dave Proctor of
Kezzletown, Virginia’s Quiver Shop
when I got to the booth on the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show floor, so I
asked the retailer if the $11 per
head retail price ($32.95 for a three
pack) was a handicap. “It’s very
accurate. It’s one of the premier
penetrating heads, and price is not
an issue,” the retailer told me. “The
people who want the RazorCaps are
usually the more seasoned or veter-
an hunters. These aren’t the
‘techies’ who want all the mechani-
cal stuff. These are bowhunters who
want a good lethal broadhead. The
100 grain is our biggest seller, and
we also stock the 125s. Once in a
while I’ll get a traditional hunter

who needs the heavy ferrules.”
Proctor said he has broadhead

practice targets set up on his range,
made from four Morrell foam targets
banded together to provide a big,
safe backstop. “This is the only head
that on a brand new Yellow Jacket
penetrated all the way through,” he
said. 

The three blades of the
RazorCaps are welded together to
form the triangular blade cartridge
that gives the broadhead  its strength
on heavy bone hits. Mueller said cus-
tomers who want to sharpen slightly
dulled heads should reach for a
butcher’s steel and stroke it across
two blades at a time, and not use a
sharpening stone. “Because it’s cut-
lery grade stainless steel, it’s like a
three dimensional butcher knife.” 

Mueller also commented on the
pricing issue. “They’re definitely
high end. They retail this year for
$32.95. But I tell people it’s only the
broadhead that kills the animal. If
they’re shooting a $1,000 bow and
$200 arrows, they shouldn’t worry
about putting a extra dollar or two
toward each broadhead.”

(As this issue was going to press
New Archery Products announced it
had purchased RazorCaps and
would be lowering the suggested
retail price to $29.99. You’ll find more
information in the Industry News
section.)

Steel Force
The popularity of cut-on-con-

tact head’s in today’s market is due in
part to the Steel Force line. Those
heads had a traditional look but were
made with modern technology, like
laser cutting of the blades, so they
could be stronger, more precise and
uniform than heads made from
stamping out blades and ferrules
and braising them together with a
bonding metal.

Nick Giannetti of Vision Quest,
who bought out the Ballistic  Archery
marketing and sales team of Bill
Henderson and Fausto Marino,
hopes to stay at least one step ahead
of the competition. At the 2006 ATA
Show he was displaying a new High
Profile (HP) Sabertooth model.
Sabertooths have serrations ground
into the cutting edge, but the HP has
teeth raised up from the edge.  “The
effect is a 7/8 wide head that will cut
a 1 inch hole,” Giannetti said.

The new Sabertooth HP also has
a unique finish that feels slippery to
the touch. The graphite impregnated
coating has a uneven surface texture
which reminded me of the facets on
a flintknapped head, though they
were not as pronounced. The slick,
uneven surface really lowers the fric-
tion when the head encounters hide
or bone, the manufacturer told me.
As such it may be one more in a long
line of advances in broadhead
design.

Kevin and Norma Sullivan were
promoting the new Grappler fish
points in the Innerloc H20 line,
along with their many big game
heads. Kevin used elements of
the firm’s mechanical Innerlock
EXP head in the new points.
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